




Time-management is the process of organizing our 
own time so that we keep track of important dates, 

deadlines, and responsibilities. 

Time-management skills allow us to make time for 
what is important, and to create structure and 

balance so that we can accomplish what we need to 
and also have time to take care of ourselves. 



● Setting your own schedule and then following it can lead to improved self-efficacy. 
Self-efficacy refers to an individual’s belief in his or her capacity to accomplish tasks and fulfill personal responsibilities. It is 
similar to self-confidence in that it makes us feel more positive about ourselves and our abilities. 

● When we routinely forget a responsibility or put it off for longer, it can cause us to 
feel less capable and can lead to lower self-confidence. When we neglect our responsibilities 
because we forgot about them or were less organized with our time, we may be hard on ourselves because these situations 
cause more stress in our lives. In these situations, we acknowledge that we had a choice in using our time more effectively.

● Utilizing physical or digital time-management tools can help us to remember 
everything that we are responsible for. Every day we are flooded with information from our classes, clubs, 
and responsibilities at home. There is no realistic way that we can remember everything without writing some of it down and 
setting a time frame for when we will accomplish these tasks. 

● “Chunking” can help make larger projects feel more manageable. When a large project feels 
intimidating, our fear of those responsibilities can lead to avoidance behavior and procrastination. Rather than giving in to 
that fear, we can look at it with a different approach by breaking the project up into smaller tasks. One day can be dedicated to 
research, one day can be dedicated to creating an outline, and then the actual project doesn’t feel as daunting.



CALENDARS
● Weekly calendars allow you to keep track of short-term 

assignments and activities

● Monthly calendars help you to not miss important projects or 
due dates that may sneak up on you if you don’t plan ahead

● Paper and/or electronic calendars are encouraged! It is a good 
idea to set a recurring time and day where you will look at 
your calendar and add specific items to it

LISTS
● Write or type your lists/reminders in a location where you will 

be able to refer back to it

● If it helps, color-code the information in a way that stands out

● Lists are meant to be brief - don’t add too much detail, but add 
enough that you know what are you supposed to accomplish

● Check off the task once it is completed ✓

DEADLINES & GOALS
● Deadlines are due dates that are usually set for you by others

● Goals are benchmarks/due dates that you set for yourself

● Deadlines and goals are an important key to productivity

● Students are encouraged to keep track of their progress 
toward specific goals, so that they can see their own growth

TECH TOOLS
● Most classroom interfaces utilize Google, whether it’s Google 

Meet, Classroom, Gmail, Hangouts, Form, Slides, and more

● Google Calendar is synchronized with your email and Google 
Classrooms, meaning that events in your email and 
classrooms can be see all together in one place

● Choose a phone app or tool that works best for you, based on 
your own self-management habits



1. Create an Event

2. Input Specific Details about your event

3. Click on Any Event and the description 
will appear, along with a Google Meet 
link if it is a virtual meeting or event

4. View Your Calendars and any calendars 
that have been shared with you

5. Change Your View, from daily, weekly, 
or monthly (Mon-Fri option is available)

6. Choose which calendars you will see by 
clicking the check boxes on the 
left-hand side; you can also change the 
colors and sharing preferences
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1. Identify your area of concern. It is easier to problem-solve when you can focus on 
one specific concept, and it will be easier for your teachers to know how to help you. 

2. Make contact with your teacher or support staff. This could be through email 
or through their designated office hours. Many teachers also stay on at the end of class if there 
are any questions, so you can utilize that time as well. 

3. Communicate what you are having trouble with. It is important to provide your 
teachers or support staff with specific details so that they can properly assist you. Instead of 
saying “I don’t get it,” you can try, “I am having trouble with ______________”

4. Follow through and follow up. When you are meeting with someone to get help, it is 
always a good idea to have a goal that is measurable. You and the teacher or support staff can 
determine that goal together, and set a time in the near future where you can meet again to 
review your progress. Scheduling a follow-up meeting within 1-2 weeks can help motivate you 
to follow through with your goals, and will help ensure that any action plans are not forgotten.



Teachers and Counselors hold office hours every week to connect with 
students and families.

Office hours are as follows:

● Mondays -    1:40 pm to 3pm

● Tuesdays-     1:40 pm to 3pm

● Thursdays-   1:40 pm to 3pm

● Fridays-         1:40 pm to 3pm

● Email

● Google Hangouts

● Google Meet

● Office Phone
● Zoom

Ways to communicate:



Examples:

● Concern with grade

● Need tutorial

● Need clarification on 

subject/assignment

● Missed class

● Being bullied by peers

● Medical complication

● Social-Emotional

Teachers Counselors

Examples:
● Failing a class

● Social-Emotional

● Schedule request

● Evaluation for graduation

● SAT or ACT

● Concurrent Enrollment

● College Applications

● Scholarships

● FAFSA or CA Dream Act

● Alternative Education

● Credit recovery



Students can access counseling modules at 
http://nshs.us/counseling

http://nshs.us/counseling

